
New Year; New Fashion! 

Flashback! The 70s are back. You’ll be seeing high 
waists, wide-leg pants, neat bow-blouses, and jumpsuits! 

Stripes!  White & Navy stripes are a MUST.  

A Zest For Orange! Rich mango, ripe pumpkin– Bold  
orange is spring’s sweetest color trend! 

To Tone down the orange, try the neutrals! Warm and 
soothing shades of sand, camel and ivory will perfect the 
look! 

A FULL skirt; The mini craze is over– Spring’s skirt      
obsession is about elegance and sophistication! 

Mix your prints! Stick to one or two colors when mixing 
and matching! 

Fringes; But only the sleek and smooth form. It will add 
depth and dimension to your outfit! 

Pull your entire outfit together with a cropped jacket. 

RED lipstick to add some pop! 

Stretch Bracelets; not only are they chunky and         
beautiful, but versatile and comfortable! 
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